
FORCE OF NATURE

INTRO

Everybody in the game deals with fear and insecurity, We just mask it with bravado

And I'm not innocent. I'm still trying to drop the act

But I can't do someone else's script anymore 

This is me embracing with mine with a vengeance 

Verse 1

Come to find atimes I am not the man that I pretend to be

Seem to crave applause it's been a major flaw, my worst enemy .1

And I'm working to break it down chemically, all I need is the remedy 

Cuz all the venom is getting me, Black Jason Borne, l'm here to settle Identity .2

Won't go back to performing for people's enjoyment, 

And bleeding in torment 

This is not me, I'm calling for reinforcements 

It's a knock-off I came to seek and destroy it .3

Heat seekers deployed, got the target in sight

and I'm keeping the spoils

Beat my Dark Side with the Force

Follow the light it's only right I endorse it

It's gorgeous 

HOOK

It's craves me, it calls

And this is greatness

So I will never fall

(Came through hell now you're dealin with a force of nature, that can't fail)
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It's craves me, it calls

And this is greatness

So I will never fall

(In case you can't tell dealin with a force of nature, that can't fail)

Verse 2

Atypical, live like me and people will stay critical 

Finished High School but I didn’t go on, considered a straight criminal .1

The fact that I’m able to feed my kids folks consider a straight miracle

So cynical, changing the globe literal, 

But critics only consider the dough pivotal   .2

And we're good so don't sweat it

Eat just like we should so don't sweat it 

There's mad love in the home, my own Heaven

But they trip like I'm gripping the chrome I don't get it .3

Yes I stay underrated 

But all of the hatred is training for greatness 

Painstaking, need to remain patient

God moves Heaven for people who seem basic  .4

HOOK

OUTRO

Stay calm & breathe easy

Even with the critical mind speaking 

Faint of heart be calling it high treason
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But those who believe will surely defy reason

Demilitarize demons

Shine brighter than 75 beacons

You can revive legions

Those who believe will surely defy reason

Relax & breathe easy

Even with the critical mind speaking

Faint of heart be calling it high treason

But those who believe will surely defy reason

Demilitarize demons

Shine brighter than 75 beacons

You can revive legions

Those who believe will surely defy reason
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